Abstract-Medical image diagnosis and computer aided diagnosis using X-rays are very important technical tools for physiological diagnosis. Scattered X-ray fields disturb medical image signal properties given by X-ray transmission properties through biological structures concerned with X-ray absorption effects due to biological characteristics. In this paper, in order to improve image diagnosis, statistical analysis of X-ray is discussed for X-ray propagation, attenuation and scattering in random inhomogeneous biological media. Spatial filtering characteristics of grid structure for scattering X-rays particularly, for off-axis X-rays are shown for image X-ray projection by mode theory of lossy waveguides for higher modes. Spatial grid filters consist of waveguide arrays of graded index inhomogeneous waveguides.
INTRODUCTION
Medical image diagnosis and computer aided diagnosis using nano-meter electromagnetic waves and X-ray are very important medical techniques. Particularly, computer tomography techniques are indispensable medical diagnosis based on transmitted X-ray image processing. However, in Xray image processing with computed radiography for medical diagnosis, physical and physiological phenomena of X-rays are not so much investigated, based on interaction phenomena between biomedical material and X-ray. Interaction phenomena between bio-medical material and X-ray are concerned with electromagnetic phenomena of a few KeV energy level interactions between deep electrons and nano-meter electromagnetic waves. Photo-electric absorption, Thomson scatterings and Compton scattering are fundamental phenomena in bio-medical tissues, when X-ray is incident into bio-medical materials. Complex refractive indices of bio-medical materials consisting of high molecules and polymers for nano-meter electromagnetic waves have real values of less than one and relatively large imaginary values, depending on tissue constructions such as bones, muscles and fats [1] [2] .
Transmitted X-ray responses through biomedical materials are derived by photo-electric absorption and X-ray scatterings. Received X-ray images for medical diagnosis concerned with X-ray absorption are disturbed by X-ray scatterings due to heavy atoms in polymers [3] . If statistical characteristics of X-ray scatterings in random bio-medical tissues are studied and spatial X-ray filter devices for filtering of X-ray scattering for protection of net absorption characteristics are developed, excellent X-ray image diagnosis system may be accomplished.
In this paper, statistical theory of nano-meter electromagnetic waves in bio-medical random media is discussed. Vector wave analysis of X-ray scattering using Green's function is shown for X-ray incident Gaussian beams in short propagation lengths. Based on scattering characteristics for short propagation phenomena, propagation equations for the axial direction are derived using transverse and axial scattering factors and correlation function for random bio-medical media. For long distance propagation, large scattering distribution and axial absorption characteristics are studied by axial propagation equation with transverse and axial scattering factors. Scattering factor has properties of homogeneous scatterings for small correlation length of random bio-medical media and forward scatterings for long correlation length [4] . Back scattering and reflection characteristics are concerned with random bio-medical tissues of small correlation lengths. X-ray image responses depend on mainly forward scattering and X-ray absorptions, with scattering losses due to random bio-medical characteristics of small correlation lengths.
COMPUTER AIDED DIAGNOSIS AND X-RAY IMAGE
Using computer signal processing for X-ray transmitted images, computer aided diagnosis contributes important medical examinations, of human bodies. Medical and physiological information of interior tissue structures can be obtained by X-ray transmission characteristics. However, transmitted characteristics of X-ray through interior tissues of human bodies depend on X-ray absorption properties and, also X-ray scattering properties in biological media. X-ray absorption properties with spectral characteristics yield microscopic biological structures of tissues due to atoms and molecules situated along propagation axis. Scattered fields of X-rays by biological molecules and tissues disturb biological information given by absorption properties. Spatial filters consisting grid array of waveguides may exclude such noises due to scattering fields of X-rays. Fundamental spatial filter system for computer aided diagnosis is shown in Fig. 1 . 
X-RAY SCATTERING FIELD IN BIOLOGICAL RANDOM MEDIA
In the biological body region, X-ray transmitted and scattered waves through random biomedical media are studied. X-rays, nanometer electromagnetic waves are incident on random media (I)(0 ≤ z ≤ ) from left side in Fig. 2 . Incident X-ray has y-direction linearly polarization E = φ(x, z)i y . Biological random media in the region (I) have dielectric constants as 
where ∆η is random function and ε = ε −jε . Here, r t = xi x +zi z , and we consider two dimensional scattering fields. The field function E(x, z) concerned with electric field of y polarization satisfies the following wave equations, using
For incident Gaussian X-ray of y polarization, E inc = E inc (r t )i y is written as
where beam parameter is ζ =
, beam waist is z = −z 0 , and beam spot size is x 0 . Green's function G(r t , r r ) for free space is
G satisfies the following wave equation
Applying Green's formula in random biological media (I) for E totl = E scatt + E inc and G,
We have when Γ = GI, using unit dyad I,
From Maxwell's equation, magnetic field is derived as,
Based on the fundamental Equations (8) and (9) in the previous section, we calculate the scattered field by iterative method in this section. Employing the representation of functional analysis, we can solve the integral Equations (8) and (9) in operator forms. If we define vectors E 0 and E in functional space for the vectors E inc and E, and integral operator K E for the integral k 2 ∆ηΓ·dS , we obtain the field as follows:
Using the similar definition for the magnetic field and Equation (9), we have
Equations (10) and (11) express the total electromagnetic field. The optical intensity, which is the most important quantity in the optical range, i.e., the mean intensity of the energy flow in the harmonic electromagnetic field is given by the real part of the complex Poynting vector S = 1 2 E×H * .
The conjugate of the vector H is indicated by the sign H * . Consequently, the X-ray intensity is shown as
The first term of the right hand side in Equation (13) means the X-ray intensity of the incident wave. The succeeding terms show the light scattering. Particularly, the terms containing multiple K s such as (K H K E E 0 ) * and (K E K E E 0 ) imply the multiple scattering due to inhomogeneities. First order scattered fields corresponding to K E E 0 in Equation (10) and K H E 0 in Equation (11) are
The second order scattered fields corresponding to K E K E E 0 , and
The unit vector n are directed from the point in the sample toward the point of observation and given by n = n (r t ) = (r t − r t ) / |r t − r |. With the help of Equation (14), the integral operation (10), (11) and (13) is described as asymptotic fields,
Similarly, the integral operation K H of K H E 0 is given by
Hence, the dominant term of the scattered field in the inhomogeneous medium,
where we define E 0 = E 0 (r t ), E 0 = E 0 r t and n = n r t , r t = r t − r t / r t − r . These equations are the fundamental formulae for the scattered field. We assume that the statistical average ∆η of fluctuations in the sample is equal to zero, and the correlation function is defined by ∆η(r t )∆η r t = B η r t − r t
The statistical average of the total field is expressed as
We study here the dominant term of the X-ray scattering, which leads to the following total intensity I
In this case we can write approximately the scattered field as follows:
The incident X-ray beam is assumed to be the Gaussian TEM 00 mode. When g (k i |r t − r t |) = e −2ki|rt−r t | , inside random media of r t = 1, outside, ζ 0 = 2z 0 /kx 2 0 and the correlation function is B η (ρ t ) = ∆η 2 e −ρ 2 /ρ 2 0 , where parameters ∆η 2 and ρ 0 give the variances and correlation lengths of fluctuations,
For length of random media , we have for the cylindrical coordinate (r, θ) assuming g ( Figure 3 shows angular distribution of Thomson scattering whose parameters ρ 0 is correlation length of random media, and k = 2π/λ. For large kρ 0 , forward scattering is large and small kρ 0 , scattering is homogeneous. 
3-dimensional Thomson scattering is shown similarly, for incident Gaussian beam with beam waist z = −z 0 , beam spot size r 0 , and polarization of τ direction,
Based on these fundamental scattering characteristics, long distance propagation properties with diffusion characteristics can be discussed.
FILTERING CHARACTERISTICS IN LOSSY INHOMOGENEOUS GRID WAVEGUIDES
Electromagnetic characteristics of X-rays in lossy waveguide arrays consisting of grid structures are expressed by mode expansions of lossy modes. In the region (II) of grid arrays in Fig. 4 , propagation spaces in the core with lossy metal clad are 
CONCLUSIONS
Scattering characteristics of X-rays in random bio-medical media consisting of bio-molecules, are studied by statistical theory of electromagnetic field. For X-ray CT in medical diagnosis using X-ray, nano-meter electromagnetic waves, spatial filtering of scattered waves by inhomogeneous waveguides of graded index distribution with lossy cladding is very useful to obtain precise image processing. Attenuation properties of higher modes that are excited by scattered fields of large scattering angles are investigated and based on higher mode characteristics, spatial filtering characteristics of scattered fields are discussed for improvement of precise diagnosis.
